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PRANJAL will also help you to make your name more powerful with

help of Numerology,she will guide you to your right path of life but

walking is yours.She will also help to clear your AURA if needed.
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About Us

Hello,  everyone as we know the universe is a platform where there are many various energies which

we can use for our benefits in order to emerge as a better person from the lot, we are surrounded by

many positive and negative energies some people are aware of them so they utilize these for the

betterment  of their life and to make their living easy.   She is also practicing her arts of Taro,

Numbrology, Rune predictions, Angel Healing,  Angel Guidance, Reiki, Space cleaning, Meditations

and Aura Cleaning.In order to show the strength of spiritual healing and guidance, she started her

firm in the name of AGNNI PREDICTIONS in 2005 with an experience of predictions, healing,

guidance since 11 yrs of trainings. The main purpose of starting AGGNI PREDICTIONS was to focus

the attention of the young and future generation to the spiritual art of guiding, predicting and positive

healing. As it takes lot of time for people to understand these arts as it have very deep meanings and

people don't have that much time . She made all the courses in such a systematic way where typed

notes are given to reduce writing time with a proper syllabus. Since then AGNNI PREDICTIONS is

able to create the awareness  amongst students , people of all ages and all streams.

                Students who learn from AGNNI PREDICTIONS have the luck to come and discuss about

their knowledge gained from other platforms and difficulties...

For more information, please visit
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OTHER SERVICES

Angel Card Reading Chakra Meditation

Magic Candle Astrology

P
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OTHER SERVICES: 

Runes Predictions Tarot Reading

Numerology Chakra Healing

P
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Agnni Prediction
Contact Person: Pranjal D. Sharma

B 507,tulsi 1Building, Andheri West, opp versova metro station Near Bourbon Lane 
Mumbai - 400061, Maharashtra, India
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